
Improving the conversion and repeat purchase rates in

LBB’s iOS app

LBB - an overview

LBB is an e-commerce marketplace for discovering local and independent brands. It offers products

across a wide range of verticals like clothing, food and beverages, home decor, apparel, footwear, etc. It

mainly targets consumers in the 18-35 age group in the metro cities in India. Some of its unique features

are

1. It helps you discover artisanal products from local sellers. For instance, products like Kolhapuri

slippers, scented candles, hand-embroidered shirts, etc.

2. Recommendations of events, restaurants, and products from local experts that further enhance

the discovery of products that you wouldn’t find elsewhere.

Currently, it has 16 million MAU across 8 cities and over 100,000 local brands and businesses listed on

its web and app platforms.

What are we trying to do here?

I explored the end-end buying experience in the iOS app - landing page → searching for a product →
visiting the product page → adding items to the cart → checkout and payment → repurchasing a

previously bought item. Throughout this user journey, I encountered many issues that made the whole

experience feel sub-standard compared to the experience offered by other marketplaces like Amazon,

Airbnb, Uber, etc.

Who is this a problem for and why should we solve it?

LBB is mainly targeting the millennials in the metro cities of India. These users are tech-savvy and spend

a lot of their online leisure time on their mobile phones. Hence, you would expect LBB’s main target

group to do most of their online shopping on their mobile phones.

While we have a lot more Android phone users in India, iPhone usage among millennials is higher

compared to the other age groups. So, it wouldn’t be far-fetched to assume that at least 10% of LBB’s

monthly active users are iPhone users 1. This makes the iPhone user cohort important to LBB’s business

goals. Moreover, the pain-points discovered in the buying journey are relevant to every single user of

LBB’s iPhone app.

1 https://www.statista.com/statistics/1186168/india-number-of-iphones-shipped/

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1186168/india-number-of-iphones-shipped/


So, optimizing the buyer experience and reducing the dropoff rate at every stage of the purchase

funnel has a direct impact on improving the conversion rate and retention of the users of LBB’s iPhone

app.

Pain points

Some of the major pain points I had while purchasing a product in LBB are

In-app Navigation

Imagine a user who wants to buy three items

1. A healthy namkeen snack

2. A cold brew coffee powder

3. A bag of assorted nuts

Now, to go to the product page of the healthy namkeen snack, the user has to go through at least 4

pages from the landing page (landing page → page listing the different categories of snacks → page

listing the different categories of healthy snacks → page listing the different namkeen snacks → product

page of the chosen namkeen snack).

Once the user has added the snack to his cart, he wants to buy a cold brew coffee powder next.

Currently, the user has to click the back button on the top left multiple times to get to the landing page

once again before starting his new search. There is neither a one-click solution to go back to the

landing page nor a permanent search bar at the top.

So, every time the user wants to search for a product in a new category, he is forced to go through the

annoying step of pressing the back button multiple times. This leads to a poor buying experience.

Difficulty in repeating past purchases

LBB sells a lot of niche products that you won’t find easily in other online marketplaces. For instance,

items like sugar-free energy and protein bars, specialty coffee beans from Coorg, vegan and gluten-free

dips and spreads.

Moreover, LBB’s power users buy the products they love repeatedly. However, there is no easy way to

set up recurring purchases or even buy the same product again. The user has to search for the item and

go through the same steps as if he is buying the product for the first time. This again leads to a poor

buying experience for our power users.



Difficulty in choosing a product in a given category

Let’s go back to looking for a “healthy namkeen snack”. On the page displaying the various options

available, LBB tags the products that have a discount. The “10% off”, “20% off” tags make these products

stand out from the rest. However, for someone making the first purchase in this category, it is still

difficult to make a choice. Not all the items listed in the first few rows have a rating; sometimes items

with lower ratings are shown first. The user can easily get into an analysis paralysis mode in the

absence of a nudge. This hurts our conversion rate.

Lack of personalization in the landing page

A user’s cognitive energy and motivation levels are the highest when he first enters the app. This makes

the landing page a great avenue for triggering purchases and nudging the user to explore a category.

For a male user, this could be

1. An offer on the expensive Kalamkari shirt that he has always wanted

2. A new recommendation for the “perfect” protein powder that has always been elusive

For a female user, this could be

1. An offer on the artisanal incense sticks that was always super expensive

2. A brand new hand-embroidered curtain that she has always wanted

The key point is that the needs of male and female users are very different. So, personalization is key

in a niche marketplace like LBB. However, the current landing page design is sub-optimal

● The Here’s what we curated for you section is empty

● The order in which things are listed on the landing page can be improved

○ Something as big as a “site-wide sale” is visible only after scrolling down a bit

○ From a male user perspective, I see deals that are more relevant to women in my feed

first - wall decor, ceramic favorites, etc.

Payment failures

A few weeks back, I was not able to navigate to the payment gateway page despite multiple attempts.

The page took too long to respond once I chose one of the payment options (UPI/PayTM/Credit

Card/etc.)

A complete list of pain points that I identified and the criteria I used to prioritize the above 5 can be

found here LBB

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nVAEigJe_rZOaL2eP38U_aTopMHulwE1cHvNJW_M5aU/edit?usp=sharing


Solutions

Here is a table giving a quick mapping between the pain points and their corresponding solutions. The

subsequent sections talk more about the solutions.

Pain points Solutions

In-app navigation ● Permanent navigation pane at the bottom of

every page

● A search bar at the top of every page

Difficulty in repeating past purchases ● Buy again with 1-click

● “Buy again” feature in the “My Orders” section

Difficulty in choosing a product in a given category Add labels like Bestseller and LBB’s recommendation

Lack of personalization in the landing page A/B test some of these customizations
● Display offers at the top of the page
● “Here’s what we curated for you” sections

● Customize the landing page of men and

women differently

Payment failures ● Talk to the payments team and understand if

the issue is with Razorpay or with the

parameters that we pass as part of the POST

request

● Remind the user of the pending cart and nudge

him into making the payment.

Permanent Navigation Pane

A permanent navigation pane at the bottom enables the user to visit the most commonly used pages

with a minimal number of clicks. For the initial rollout, we can retain the existing buttons - Home, Search,

Rewards, and Profile. In the future, we can explore changing this - for instance, a dedicated button for

My Orders and Explore.

A search bar at the top

Regardless of the product page or the category page we’re in, this search bar at the top should redirect

the user to the new product page. This allows the user to switch between different products with the

least number of clicks. This would be a huge improvement from the current flow, where the user has to

click on the back button multiple times to go to the landing page before he could fire a new search.



Buy again with 1 click

LBB should have data on the items that its power users buy repeatedly. So, it makes sense to launch a

Buy again with 1 click feature right on the landing page, for these items. Clicking on this button would

take the user directly to the payment page. This would reduce the friction in the repeat purchase flow

and would also drive conversion directly from the landing page.

The user flow would be

1. The user sees a Buy again with 1-click CTA on the landing page for one or more items that he

had purchased in the past

2. Clicking on the CTA would take him directly to the payment page where he has to choose his

mode of payment

In the above flow, the default address of the user would automatically be picked up as the delivery

address.

Buy again feature in the My Orders tab

The “My Orders” section inside the profile section would list the user’s ongoing and past purchases. For

every order, we can add a Buy again button with an option to modify the quantity. Clicking on this

button would add the product to the cart. This again would be a much easier way to make repeat

purchases compared to the previous flow.

So, whenever the user wants to buy something that he had purchased in the past, the flow would be

1. Click on the profile icon in the bottom navigation pane

2. Click on the My Orders option

3. Either use the search bar at the top or scroll down to find the item of interest

4. Update the quantity and click on the Buy again CTA to add items to the cart

5. Once the items are added to the cart, the remaining steps in the buying journey are the same.
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Adding labels to the products page

LBB should have data on the most popular products in every category. It can leverage this data and add

labels like Bestseller and LBB’s recommendation on the product pages. These nudges would lead to

faster decision-making.

Landing page personalization

We can A/B test the below

1. Display offers at the top of the page. This is the first thing that grabs the user’s attention and so,

increases the chances of the user engaging with the offer

2. Based on the user’s past purchases, populate the Here’s what we curated for you section

3. Customize the landing page of men and women differently. Women are more likely to buy

products like scented candles, home decor items, artisanal kitchenware, gourmet foods, etc.

These products should be deprioritized on the landing page of the male users.
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Payment solutions

1. LBB has a Razorpay integration already. Talk to the payments team and understand if the issue

is with Razorpay or with the parameters that we pass as part of the POST request

2. When there’re pending items in the cart when a customer opens the app, remind him of the

pending cart and nudge him into making the payment. Merely indicating through the cart icon

on the top right may not be enough.

Some of the alternate solutions and the criteria for preferring the above solutions can be found here

LBB

What metrics do we need to track?

The main goal of a marketplace is to enable as many transactions as possible and to increase the Average

Order Value (AOV) of every transaction.

Assume that all the below metrics would be measured a month after the corresponding feature has

launched

Primary Output Metric

1. % increase in the conversion rate. This is a reflection of more users making a purchase.

2. % increase in repeat purchases. This is a reflection of the users buying more.

Input metrics

These are the leading indicators that predict an improvement in the output metrics

1. % reduction in the time spent in purchasing an item

2. % reduction in the time spent on the product pages

3. % of products ordered that have the new labels (Bestseller and LBB’s choice)

4. CTR of the Buy again with 1-click CTA

5. % of repeat orders through the new Buy again with 1-click CTA (in the landing page)

6. % of repeat orders through the new Buy again CTA (in the My Orders tab)

7. % of new orders through each of the landing page optimizations

8. CTR of the payment nudges on the landing page

Check metrics

Ensure that these metrics are not adversely affected

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nVAEigJe_rZOaL2eP38U_aTopMHulwE1cHvNJW_M5aU/edit?usp=sharing


1. MAU

2. Number of merchant partners

3. Bounce rate after opening the app

FAQs and things to note

Permanent navigation pane

1. The bottom navigation pane should be available on all the pages except the final 2 steps in the

buyer journey -  “choose your address” and “choose your payment mode”

2. The external endpoint corresponding to the home button will have a lot more usage.

a. Will the peak API call rate still be under control?

b. Have we captured all the initial page → final page combinations? Will the existing

transitions work?

c. Can we keep the page load time under control with so many new initial page → final

page combinations?

A search bar at the top

1. The search bar at the top should be available on all the pages except the final 2 steps in the

buyer journey -  “choose your address” and “choose your payment mode”

2. LBB’s product listings grow every day. So, search is going to be more compute-intensive.

a. How can we ensure that the time to search stays within limits? Do we need to set up

more caches for faster lookups?

b. How many items do we want to display for partial searches without overwhelming the

user?

Buy again with 1-click

1. When should the app show this CTA and how would it know what items to suggest from the

user’s purchase history?

a. This feature’s main goal is to drive repeat purchases. So, based on our knowledge of the

user’s tastes and the natural frequency of usage of the items that he had ordered, we

can place this CTA accordingly. For instance, let’s say the user had bought a couple of

boxes of energy bars and a couple of organic soaps 3 weeks back. Now would be a good

time to nudge the user into repeating his purchase.

2. What if the user has no default address in place?

a. This CTA would be visible only for users who have made orders in the past. So, there

should be at least one address on file. If a user adds more than one address, then the

app should ask him to pick a default address.



Buy again feature in the Orders tab

1. Again, for a user who has not made a purchase yet, this feature is not relevant. The My Orders

page would be empty for such users.

Adding labels to the product page

1. We need to ensure we have a large enough sample of purchases in a given product category (say,

at least 1500 purchases in the Nut Butters category) before we start using these labels

2. How do we rank the sponsored products against the products that have these labels?

a. The sponsored products will take precedence. They’ll be shown at the top of the page

3. Labeling certain products as a bestseller or LBB’s choice might reduce the adoption of the

alternatives. We need to convince the sellers that this is a data-driven feature and that it’ll be

beneficial for everyone in the long run

Next steps

1. Talk to more users to uncover pain points that we might have missed

2. Building the permanent navigation pane and the search feature will take more effort than the

other features. Hence, we’ll be rolling out the buy again features and the nudges first.

3. Work with the content marketing team on customizing the landing page and A/B testing the top

variants


